In second 'strategy for children and young people', Formentera lays out 48-point plan to promote participa
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The Formentera Council's social welfare department and bureau of child and youth services has
drafted its second “strategic plan” for children and youth. The product not only of collaboration
between various Council offices but also participation from youth, local associations and island
groups that work with youngsters, the strategy will be put to a vote at the Formentera Council's
September plenary assembly.

Social welfare secretary Vanessa Parellada sees the new plan as “a tool to guide us in planning
for children and young people” and says it creates “fixed terms of participation”. Parellada also
highlighted Formentera's commitment to “defending and recognising the rights of the child as
well as human rights” and described the administration's mission as “giving young people
everything they need to become wholly developed human beings”.

The strategy stems from the findings of a school board-commissioned study by Fundació Pere
Tarrés and identifies eight action areas (Relationships, values and coexisting on Formentera;
Education; Transition to employment; Housing; Participation; Fitness, leisure and culture; Health
and Mobility) as well as 48 specific proposals to be developed.

In its wider bid to guarantee the promotion and protection of the rights of Formentera's children,
the Council hopes to consolidate and define the terms of local youth policies in tune with the
Convention on the Rights of the Child. The CRC's foundational premise is to treat children and
teens not as objects in need of protection, but as rights-holding agents in their own destiny.

Rollout

The development phase will extend from 2018 to 2022 and one-, two-, three- and four-year
action deadlines will be assigned for individual proposals.

The plan's engineers envision yearly reviews as a source of assessment and reflection in order
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for specific proposals to be carried forward or modified as needed.

The Formentera Council salutes the participation of wide cross-sections of the local community
and the engagement of each actor involved. In Parellada's words, “we all feel like this thing is
our baby”.
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